
Assignment 2 

Working with Reactive vs. Proactive Modes 

Due: 20-10-2020 

 

In this assignment, you will learn how to notify the controller about a new flow without involving it 
in a flow-setup process, notify the controller about a flow-removal (content removal), use multiple 
flow-tables feature, (i.e., msg.table=0, msg.table=1) and how to submit the incoming flow from 
table to another, and how sFlow-RT can detect large flow “elephant” and small flow “mice”.  

• Part 1: 

This part builds on-top of the previous assignment topology and proactive mode. 

To notify the controller about a new flow without involving it in flow setup process, you need to 
install a proactive flow-entry that has two actions: 1. to notify the controller 2. to send the packet 
to the output port. To notify the controller use the following command: 

  msg.actions.append(of.ofp_action_output(port = of.OFPP_CONTROLLER)) 

Program the controller to printout the notification message including the packet information such 
as srcip and dstip and switch information. 

Pingall the hosts and printout the notification messages on a file where these data are part of your 
submission. 

• Part 2: 

You will continue on previous assignment using the reactive part  

In this part you learn how to notify the controller about a flow-removal (content removal), to be 
notified about the flow-entry removal you need to set the following flag when you install a flow-
entry 

       msg.flags = of.OFPFF_SEND_FLOW_REM 

set the flow-entry timeout to 5 seconds then do the following: 

Pingall the hosts to solicit the controller to reactively install flow-entries, printout the flow-
removal notification that contains the information of the removed flow-entry such as addresses 
and expiration time, these data are part of your submission. 

• Part 3: 

In this part you need to build 2 switches and 4 hosts. 

The first table, table=0, can be used as a classifier while the other tables are used to perform 
certain actions, such as header modification or packet forwarding. 



1. Install in table = 0, a flow-entry that notify the controller about a new flow then resubmit the 
incoming packet to table = 1. 

2. Install proactive flow-entry in table=1 similar to the flow-entries used in previous assignment to 
handle proactive mode. To install the flow-entries that used in previous assignment in table=1, you 
need just to add the following command to install them in table = 1. 

msg.table = 1 

The resubmit command needed in table=0 is 

  msg.actions.append(nx.nx_action_resubmit.resubmit_table(table = 1)) 

3. Finally, since, the proactive flow-entry is last for ever and doesn't expired, you need to install a 
reactive flow-entry to get a notification about flow-removal. When a controller receives a 
notification about a new flow, it installs a flow-entry in table=0 of destination switch to forward 
the incoming packet to its destination. 

In this part you need to use iperf by making hosts h1-h3 as sources and h4 as server. The iperf 
duration is 15 seconds and the reactive flow-entry is 20 seconds. You need the controller to has a 
table containing the new flow information where it receives a notification about them. Calculate 
the time interval between the notification of a new flow and the time of flow-entry removal 
message of the same flow, this gives an estimation about the flow life time. What is the estimation 
error between the real flow duration and the estimated one. 

4. Repeat the previous experiment while program the controller to wait for one seconds if it’s not 
received a flow removal notification an action is handled. However, since the controller will not 
respond to flow-setup requests during the waiting interval, it is better to use threading. When the 
controller receives a flow notification a thread is created to install the required flow-entry and 
wait for the removal notification. When it receives the removal notification an action is performed 
such as a printout message containing flow removal and thread information.  The messages are 
part of your submission. 

Part 4&5 sFlow and mininet 

1. Follow the experiment explained on the following blog. 

http://blog.sflow.com/2014/04/mininet-integrated-hybrid-openflow.html 

2. S3 in the topology has 2 hosts add extra 2 hosts to it to be 4 hosts in s3. 

3. Use iperf where the hosts in s4 are the servers use the following command to enable them as a 
server: 

iperf -s  

4. the hosts in s3 (h1 to h4) are the sources of traffic use the following command to generate the 
traffic 

iperf -c 10.0.0.5 -t x -i y # sends traffic to h5 



iperf -c 10.0.0.6 -t x -i y # sends traffic to h6 

 

 

 

Follow the following traffic matrix 

Source  Destination Flow duration 

h1  h5 in s4 6 seconds 

h2 h5 in s4 6 seconds 

h3 h6 in s4 6 seconds 

h4 h6 in s4 1 seconds 
 

5. How many large and small flows are reported by sFlow-RT 

6. Print out the results as described in the blog. 

For more examples and information see: 

http://openvswitch.org/support/config-cookbooks/sflow/ 

http://blog.sflow.com/2013/05/controlling-large-flows-with-openflow.html 

 

You need to submit/present 

1. The controller code 

2. The ping and iperf results. 

3. The time difference of part 3 

4. Print out of the sFlow and iperf results, and the number of flows. 

 

 

 

 


